It's a time for celebration at the Lloyd. Renovation plans, a new exhibition and the upcoming holidays are all things that bring out joy and gratitude. We especially want to acknowledge and celebrate your continued interest and support.

Lloyd Renovation Plans Featured in CityBeat

In his "Kickstart the Arts" feature for CityBeat, Steven Rosen recognizes the Lloyd as a Greater Cincinnati arts, cultural, and educational organization emerging from the pandemic with big plans. The article points out our dramatic increases in attendance and the need for a welcoming space, while at the same time continuing to serve as a destination for scholars. CityBeat spotlights the major aims of the Lloyd's look towards the future. Read the full story here.

The Gift of Wonder Opening Reception

When: Friday, December 10, 5-7 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library

It’s hard to imagine gifts more perfect than books and nature, which come together through a new

Proof of vaccine or negative COVID test required.

---

**Don't Miss Our Holiday Open House**

When: Saturday, December 18, noon-5 p.m.  
Where: Lloyd Library

Slip away from the hectic activities of the holidays with a stop at the Lloyd Library and Museum. Enjoy hot chocolate and cookies as you visit our latest exhibition, *The Gift of Wonder*, browse our books and magazines, or pick up something unique at our gift shop.  
**Proof of vaccination or negative COVID test required.**

---

Happy Birthday, Mark Twain! November 30 marks the 186th birthday of Twain, also known as Samuel Clemens. Some digging into the Lloyd archives revealed a one-of-a-kind birthday photograph. Pictured here in 1905 at Twain's 70th birthday celebration are fellow author and Lloyd Library co-founder John Uri Lloyd, second from the right, and one of Twain's daughters, identified only as "Ms. Clemens," second from the left.

Memberships and unique items from the Lloyd Gift Shop and Online Store make memorable gifts
The Lloyd Library will be closed November 25-26 in observance of Thanksgiving